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1. Question, p13-14
The CHAIR: …We understand that police officers are given their training at the academy at the
beginning of their career but there is no refresher or revisitation of training in terms of dealing with
the LGBTIQ communities, specifically; hate crimes more broadly.
There have been suggestions that every three years there needs to be a refresher on that issue
and also when police are promoted that may be is a good time to refresh on hate, and hate more
broadly in dealing with LGBTIQ communities specifically for us in this inquiry. Would you like to
comment on that in terms of the level of training and regularity of it?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: As I mentioned in my opening statement there is a lot of
training and education that is being undertaken across the organisation. If we talk about promotion,
we currently have a new promotion process that has come out. It has a number of training
components within that. We do talk around the expectations of leaders across the organisation but
I think it is important that, given that is a new process, I take that question on notice around our
promotion process so that you can see what is the type of training that we are putting in place. We
do have the LGBTIQ allied training, which is for a range of officers. It is covered in our peer support
officers course. It is covered in our domestic violence family course as well is custody, there are
significant different ways that we put this training in and across the organisation.
We also have now, as I said before, that awareness training that was mandatory. It went out last
year. Given everything else and all the other communities that we deal with, I think it is important
that we are well measured when we do that training and that awareness training. But I do not
disagree that awareness training is required.
Answer
All employees of the NSW Police Force were required to complete the mandatory online LGBTIQ
Awareness and Inclusion module by mid-2020. The module will now form the first part of a
proposed broader LGBTIQ training program. This program will see the production of three
additional modules to support GLLO training, however they will be made available for all staff to
access and complete.
As part of the development of the additional modules, the current mandatory module will enter a
review process and will be updated accordingly. As part of that review, a two to three yearly
recompletion requirement for the mandatory module will be proposed.
Further training opportunities include LGBTIQ Ally training, as well as broader unconscious bias
and diversity & inclusion content within the NSW Police Force promotions training materials.
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2. Question, p14-15
The CHAIR: Wow. And what is the size of the force?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Can I take it on notice as to exact numbers?
The CHAIR: Broadly?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Broadly, it is about 23,000.
The CHAIR: Okay. So it is nearly every officer?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Or 22,000.
Reverend the Hon. FRED NILE: Approximately.
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Approximately, yes.
The CHAIR: So nearly every officer has been through that program?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Yes. I could confidently state that about 99 per cent of
officers have done that training and the 1 per cent who have not would be those who are not in the
workplace.
The CHAIR: Can you explain that training to us? What is it—one day or half a day?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: It is an online package that is undertaken.
The CHAIR: Right.
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: It might be good if I have that delivered to you.
The CHAIR: That would be good, yes.
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: You can then see that.
The CHAIR: Take that on notice as well. We will have a look at that. If that is not confidential, we
can add it to the evidence, but let us know beforehand if there is some sensitivity about it. That is
encouraging to hear that.
Answer
The NSW Police Force has 21,675 employees as of 16 December 2020. This includes members of
the organisation who currently may be on leave. The total number of employees who have
completed the NSW Police Force Mandatory Online LGBTIQ Awareness and Inclusion Training
Module, would include those who may have now left the organisation.
Please also find attached a copy of the Mandatory Online LGBTIQ Awareness and Inclusion
Training Module – see Annexure One. This module takes on average 20-30 minutes to complete.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide links to the media content contained within the training.
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3. Question, p17-18
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Absolutely. It is the point of what we do. We have to
acknowledge the past to make sure that we do not do it again. We have to make sure that officers
coming through—who are from a different generation. When you talk about 1970, I was not born.
Sorry I do not want to throw it out, I know I look young, but it is important to acknowledge that such
a period of time has passed that we have to make sure that we are continually talking about that so
that people understand the context and the reason and the drive of why we do what we do. It is
probably at this time that I would like to mention to the Committee that we did a Standing Together
film. I am not sure whether you have seen it or you know about it. Standing Together is the result
of a call to action by a 78er at the NSW Police Force Commissioner's apology in August 2018.
The CHAIR: For the purposes of the Committee, a 78er is someone who participated in what is
called the first Mardi Gras, but what was actually a protest which was—
The Hon. MARK PEARSON: I think Rev. the Hon. Fred Nile might be one too, actually.
The CHAIR: For other reasons. I am sorry I interrupted you, Assistant Commissioner.
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: No, it is alright. That film was a collaboration between—and
please excuse me while I read it because it is very important that I explain it. It is a collaboration
between NSW Police Force and a small group of 78ers to raise awareness and show how much
has changed since the first Mardi Gras. The aim was to utilise this awareness to encourage young
people in the community, LGBTQI in particular, to reach out and seek help if they are encountering
homophobic or transphobic bullying or harassment. It was a collaborative piece of work with many
community stakeholders like PCYC, Twenty10, Wear it Purple, PFLAG and a small group of 78ers.
That film was formerly launched within the NSW Police Force and on Facebook on Wear it Purple
Day, so it had some significance. This video helps raise awareness among our own officers,
especially to share the historical relationship with members of the LGBTQI communities, to assist
them to better understand those community concerns. A number of police, including myself and Mr
Crandell, were on that video talking about how we got it wrong and how we need to do it better.
Importantly, it does show wonderful young officers who are coming through our organisation who
are open and proud to be out in our organisation as LGBTQI and to work with that community.
They are just phenomenal and I would really like to be able to send this Committee that link.
The Hon. ROSE JACKSON: Please do.
The Hon. NATALIE WARD: Yes, please.
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Equally important, too, is in early 2020, ABC journalist
Monique Schafter approached us to produce a short video demonstrating how much progress had
been made by gay-identifying officers. The result was an episode of Generations Apart, which
featured a recently retired gay officer who joined the NSW Police Force in 1980 and a wonderful
young officer who has always been out and proud as gay within our organisation. Again, I would
like to share that. I think they give a good story about how we have changed over time and will
continue to do so.
Answer
The NSW Police Force is pleased to provide the Committee with the links to the two above
mentioned films:
• Standing Together: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFoZ3DKcylc&feature=youtu.be;
• Generations Apart: https://www.facebook.com/policeglbti/videos/578268016388364/?t=4.
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4. Question, p18
Ms ABIGAIL BOYD: Thank you so much for everything you have been doing to raise awareness
within the organisation. With the online training that is provided, when you say online, do you mean
a video link or a program with training modules?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: An interactive-type module.
Ms ABIGAIL BOYD: How long does it take to complete the training?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Can I come back to your question for each one? Because
there are different modules.
Ms ABIGAIL BOYD: Can you give a ballpark figure? Are we talking an hour, half a day or a day?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: Again, I do not want to mislead the inquiry, but each module
would be about half an hour or 45 minutes and there are a number of different modules within that.
Answer
The current mandatory online training module takes on average 20-30 minutes to complete. The
GLLO online training modules are currently under development. These will also take on average
20-30 minutes to complete. At the current time, three online modules are proposed in addition to
the mandatory online module and face-to-face training. In order to access the final face-to-face
training, officers who wish to become a GLLO (LGBTIQ Liaison Officer) will need to complete all 3
online modules in addition to the current mandatory online LGBTIQ Awareness and Inclusion
module.
The three proposed modules will also be made available for all staff to access and complete,
therefore further supporting the current LGBTIQ mandatory education and training module. Staff
will be able to access each module separately, enabling them to complete modules with content
relevant to their duties. At this stage, we hope to include LGBTIQ hate crime training in one of the
proposed modules.

5. Question, p19
Ms ABIGAIL BOYD: How many complaints have been received and how many of those
complaints have led to an improvement? It would be really good to see the figures of how
successful that behaviour management strategy has been. How many people actually had to be let
go or put in a different role and how many were actually successfully managed through that?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: If you do not mind, I will take that on notice because there is
a lot of work that is done and there are different management actions that are put in place, different
plans. I guess the measure for me for success is that someone does not come back before me.
Those that are given certain action
Answer
The NSW Police Force has made sustained findings for 8 LGBTIQ related complaints/incidents
over the last five years. Five further complaints that were received in 2020 are still under
investigation.
In relation to the 8 sustained findings, there were no instances of repeated behaviour once the
sustained funding was made and appropriate management action was taken. Management action
taken included apologies to victims, formal counselling and training. Other subject officers resigned
prior to the complaints being finalised.
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6. Question, p19
The Hon. ROSE JACKSON: I accept that you are unable to identify the suggestion that fail to
investigate occurred, but is that not something that might be a useful measure that you were able
to undertake if there was some capacity to look back on, okay, there were 420 suggestions that an
officer failed to investigate and that we are able to identify that a certain number of them or none of
them was because there was a suggestion that the officer was biased or homophobic?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: That can be done, but I cannot give you that here in the
inquiry. It is about the capture of that information at the time that it goes in, but each investigation
that is done is reviewed entirely through the investigation process and looked at by the delegate or
the commander that has that matter. It is hard to break that down here now.
The Hon. ROSE JACKSON: Are you able to provide that information to us on notice or is that
something that is simply not available?
Assistant Commissioner TALBOT: I cannot give you the answer to that specifically at this time.
So I will take that on notice as to the breakdown of those complaints.
Answer
In a review of LGBTIQ related complaints received over the last 5 years where a sustained finding
was made, zero related to an allegation of fail to investigate.
The NSW Police Force is able to search for complaints via categories and keywords. For the
purposes of the above review, we utilised six categories relating to homosexual and transgender
harassment, discrimination and vilification, in addition to utilising numerous LGBTIQ keywords.
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Annexure One

Respect and
Equality

1

2

Synopsis
- What does it mean for NSW Police employees to engage w/ LGBTIQ respectfully and equally?
- Statement of intent
- Community engagement to provide a safe environment
- Be respectful and courteous of colleagues and the community
- Lead by example and be inclusive
- Educate the community about bias motivated violence
- Understand and advocate for vulnerable communities and know where to go for support using specialist police like YLOs
- Its about respect and acceptance and that human rights are upheld.
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Synopsis
- Provide a safe and secure environment
- Parliamentary apology and NSWPF is sorry for how the 1978 Mardi Gras was policed.
- Acknowledge the pain and hurt at that event.
- Today NSWPF is one of diversity, particularly at the Mardi Gras.
- LGBTIQ liaison officers always perform well and their commitment to their duties is well received by the community.
- Happy that Mardi Gras has invited NSWPF to participate in the 20th year of the parade.
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Synopsis
- It took me a long time to realise my sexuality but why does it make me different to someone else?
- We all have the same jobs, same ambitions.
- The only difference between you and me is who I’m sexually attracted to and that doesn’t define me as a person.
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Synopsis
- 2 officers in change room at end of shift
- Officer 1 “What are you up to now pretty boy?”
- Officer 2 “just going for drinks”
- Officer 1 “Thought you were getting ready for your boyfriend”
- One on one with Officer 1 “I was just stirring him up. He never told me had a problem. It was just a joke.”
- Officer 2 “I’m sick of all the jokes about my appearance and perceived sexuality. Its getting me down.”
- Officer 3 “It’s al jokes but that’s how it is here. Just needs to suck it up.”
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Was there a problem with the previous video? Click the appropriate answer.

No, nothing was
wrong in this situation.
Not quite right.

Yes, there were a
few issues.
Correct, the officer’s behaviour is not consistent with
the standards of behaviour as set out in the NSWPF
Respectful Workplace Behaviours Policy and
Guidelines and the NSWPF Code of Conduct and
Ethics, specifically the comments “pretty boy” and
“getting ready for your boyfriend”.

According to NSWPF Policy, harassment can include jokes based on gender, race, marital status,
homosexuality, disability, age, marital status carer’s responsibilities or transgender status.
Remember, before you engage in banter-like behaviour, what is funny to one person may not be funny to
another as everyone has different backgrounds, experiences and beliefs.
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Synopsis
- NSWPF solicitor and psychologist
- Anti-discrimination laws – it is not ok to ridicule somebody because of a particular characteristic.
- Psychological effects like anger, frustration, depression and in the longer term anxiety
- Possibility of avoiding work and even trauma
- Safer to say nothing for fear of more targeting
- If someone doesn’t complain it means it wasn’t harassment – this is not the case. A one-off comment can still be harassment.
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Make sure you understand the key concepts and terms so you can support LGBTIQ people.
Accept and support differences – we are all unique.
Lead by example – you are a role model in the community, so be visibly supportive and inclusive of all
people including LGBTIQ people. Treat everyone with respect.
Take opportunities to educate others.
Challenge negative behaviours.
Know where to find more information and referrals.
Don’t be a passive bystander – if you see or hear inappropriate behaviour, speak out!

Source: Twenty 10
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Synopsis
- It’s simple, being a good human is to be kind to all people, everyone deserves to be treated fairly and with respect
- Even more so as a police officer to ensure this happens
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How can you improve on your own practice in relation to working with LGBTIQ people in the pursuit of crime
prevention, detections, addressing the fear of crime and ensuring an appropriate and sensitive response to
victims and witnesses of crime?
Click to reveal.
Be non-judgemental.
Ask the person for their name and pronouns.
Use inclusive language.
Help to create an environment of acceptance and safety.
The use of inclusive terminology respects individuality and enables visibility of important issues. The
rights of people to identify their sexual orientation, gender identity or intersex status as they choose is
also supported.

Source: Twenty 10
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Synopsis
- NSWPF in purple shirts. Officer interviews 2 people.
- Officer “Does it make you feel good that you have the support of the NSWPF?”
- Person 1 “Yes absolutely, When we were walking through the crowd to do the performance we didn’t know what type of crowd would be
here. Seeing all of you guys in purple shirts was awesome.”
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Synopsis
- Important to create greater visibility, recognition, acceptance and celebration of an important group of people who identify in a broad group
of diverse sexuality and gender.
- The organisation supports these days as they education the organisation and the wider community.
- Encourages greater visibility for those who have been frightened and have been hiding their true selves. It helps NSWPF to create safer
places for all inclusive communities.
- Gives the opportunity to call out and challenge unacceptable behaviours that can lead to criminal and civil and violations such as
harassment, violence, discrimination and vilification – such behaviour will not be tolerated.
- Transgender and gender diverse people face daily threats / actual violence, discrimination, harassment and rejection.
- Wear it Purple is to help young people to be their true selves, to feel safe and be proud of who they are. Family and peer rejection,
homelessness, isolation as well as negative physical and mental outcomes. By wearing purple the organisation demonstrates their support
to a vulnerable and marginalised group of young people in the community.
- The organisations’ involvement drives conversation about diversity, inclusion, acceptance and respect. It also supports the fundamental
human right that all persons are born equal before the law with a freedom to live without discrimination, not be subject to violence and
torture and the right to seek life in a safe community.
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Click on the below for further information.
Police intranet on Sexuality, Gender Diversity and Intersex
Strategy in Sexuality, Gender Diversity and Intersex 2019-2022
Sexuality, Gender Diversity and Intersex Policy Statement
Sex in Public Places
Key Contacts and LGBTIQ Support Services
If you would like further training to become a GLLO or an ‘ally’, please click here.
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